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Milk &amp;& amp; Bone Are Here To Break Your Heart With Their Sweet Synth SoundsCanadian Pop Duo Milk &amp;&amp; Bone tour Montreal.Laurence Lafond-Beaulne and Camille Poliquin never set out to make music for other people to listen to. They wanted to make music for themselves. It happens that the music they created to
deal with hard breakups and other difficult stories was also incredibly relatable to outsiders. These two friends go for Milk &amp;&amp; Bone - a Canadian pop duo from Montréal. In 2015, his debut album, Little Mourning, was nominated for a Polaris Music Prize. Since then, they have mastered the art of tormenting soft vocal styles in
songs full of nuanced female perspectives. Watch this dossomes tour your favorite parts of the city that influenced your musical style. LiveAbout uses cookies to offer you a great user experience. By using LiveAbout, you agree to our use of cookies. Get all the best pop culture moments and entertainment delivered to your inbox.
LiveAbout uses cookies to offer you a great user experience. By using LiveAbout, you agree to our use of cookies. It's rare that during a week when Lily Allen posted a new video containing the lyrics Periods, we all have periods, the anger of music audiences focused elsewhere. The lightning rod of outrage was put over Avril Lavigne's
skrillex-shorn head as her new hello kitty video was as well received as a torrential spill without an umbrella. The video has been accused of everything from clumsy cultural appropriation at the sub-Harujuku Girls level to racism, with even reluctant advocates acknowledging that it is at least in poor taste. Between this song, and a couple of
questionable videos, it's no surprise that Allen's menstruation situation doesn't raise any more eyebrows. Still from Avril Lavigne's Hello Kitty, although Lavigne herself insists that her video is more of a tribute than a minstrelsia, it's hard to see the video as anything less than problematic. (Never mind that the song itself seems to have
culturally appropriated a nightmare that Dubstep had.) Either the artist is not aware that a deeply wrong tribute can come off as insulting, or this was a calculated move to capitalize on the old trophy not such a thing as bad publicity. Some people seem to walk around the day, hoping to be offended, and some pop stars and PR strategists
seem to spend their time conceiving ways to offend these people. But even with content that seems designed to invite outrage, there has to be some kind of governance principle at hand to make sure it's not too offensive. Potentially, there are people working in the worlds of advertising and entertainment, because the job is to measure
the line in which something could be considered racist on the one hand, and laughed as on the other hand. We don't envy this person this job. As mentioned above, there have been some other videos recently that have led viewers and cultural critics to cry foul. Sky Ferreira's inflection in the 1980s I Blame Myself is carrying around what
appears to be a band composed of black individuals occasionally dancing for reasons that can't help but feel ornamental on some level. People were upset about it. Still from Katy Perry's video, BirthdayEn Another Post, in katy Perry's recently released video, Anniversary, the deeply religious singer performs as the Improv 101 students
neglect to invite her for after-class drinks while immersing her in the caricature of Jewish bar entertainer Yosef Shulem. It is even more playful of a representation than previous examples, but is bound to cause discomfort. Especially considering that Katy Perry's father has well in the spotlight before perpetuating Jewish stereotypes.
Unraveling what is too offensive is impossible, because it is a subjective and personal matter of taste. However, since these videos have been making waves recently, we invite you to weigh in below with your comments on why any of these videos are definitely racist or not. America's neighbor to the north has always produced an
impressive variety of entertainers, from film to television and, of course, music. The 1980s were a particularly friendly decade for Canadian artists, as the U.S. mainstream rock and pop charts often left a lot of room for it to spread and feel comfortable. Although the best-known Canadian pop/rock artists operated within the rock arena, hard
rock and new wave territories of the decade spectrum, far more variety expected listeners who kept a careful ear for what came out of the Great White North. Here's just a glimpse of 1980s Canadian music collaborators, presented in no particular order. Neil H. Kitson/Redferns Regardless of the misfortune that has sometimes been leveled
at him, Bryan Adams is simply the best leading rocker of the 1980s coming from north of the border. And don't yell your nose, either. His production, especially over the course of the hit albums Cuts Like a Knife and Reckless, is eminently listenable and full of hooks, and even shakes pretty hard from time to time. And the best part is that
Adams' biggest hits are not even his best, as major album songs such as Lonely Nights and The Only One await the patient listener. Single Cover Image Courtesy of Columbia/Legacy No Canadian band brought the 1980s marriage of pop and hard rock to greater heights than this Toronto quartet. While Working for the Weekend tends to
draw more attention, Loverboy was certainly more adept with the power ballad, including classics such as When It's Over and This Could Be the Night. Ultimately, when successes dried up in the latter part of the decade, Mike Reno &amp; Co. had a lot to show from his catalog, the gangs and the spandex being convicted. Album cover
Courtesy of EMI This native Montreal was one of the few bright lights for 1980s male pop singers, a solid singer, songwriter and performer blessed with good looks and a mastery of pop hooks. Most people don't know they continued to release some pretty decent music late decade and in the 90s, remembering instead his great singles of
the 80s such as Never Surrender, Sunglasses at Night, and It Ain't Enough. These three tunes are better than many runs, so Hart hasn't done too embarrassingly. Cover Image Album Courtesy of RCA Victor Although it is often compared unfavourably to the similar but better-known power trio Rush, Triumph is actually much more of an
1980s product than its more expansive and prolific predecessor. And while Triumph released several albums during the 1970s, it wasn't until the band's second decade that the band forged their effective stew of electric guitars and melodic keyboards. Tunes such as Fight the Good Fight, A World of Fantasy, and Somebody's Out There
perfectly embody the band's signature sound. Cover Image album Courtesy of EMI Utterly perplexing moniker however, this band enjoyed a short-lived but impressive heyday in 1986 with the release of two bona fide classic 80s singles, Don't Forget Me (When I'm Gone) and Someday. And even though the band will never be confused
with a major artist in any decade, these two songs remain respectable and highly listenable relics from an era when fragile feral cats were holding onto the earth. Or something like that, anyway. Cover Image Album Courtesy of Rhino / Elektra Regarding the relics of Canadian pop music that could never break up in the United States, I
have to shamefully admit that I arrived many years late when discovering this power pop/new wave gem of a band. I deeply regret what I missed all these years because the band's double centerpiece This Beat Goes On/Switchin' to Glide is simply one of the best things the decade had to offer in any musical genre. Beyond that, I think
don't let me know it's even better. This is great party music and a delicious find at any time. Album cover Courtesy of EMD Int'l Down up here on the chart, we're entering a single-hit wonder territory, I guess, but that doesn't mean music isn't worth looking for. This quirky and harsher predecessor of Barenaked Ladies released a great tune,
I'm a Adult Now, in 1986, which injected a much-needed sense of humor into 1980s pop/rock. It's a bit goofy and undeniably Canadian in the best sense of adjective. Cover Image album Courtesy of War When a song occupies an organic space in your brain and you can call the chorus instantly without knowing the band's name or having
heard the song in years, it's safe to say you're in the presence of some kind of greatness. This is the case of me and the best song of this Niagara Falls band, Feel It Again. The band's rather unfortunate name is not undermined by the perfect marriage of this keyboard melody, romantic verses and a power chorus. It's nirvana of the 80s,
and simple. Album Cover Image Courtesy of Portrait/Epic/Legacy Montreal guitar assistant Aldo Nova certainly bestowed his best pop music on us with the sublime snapshot of the 1980s Fantasy, but it really offered a meaningful production filled with rock full of hook. Originating from the pop metal/hair metal sound of the decade (for
better or worse), this artist bombarded a solid and direct rock regardless of trends. Cover Image album Courtesy of Steamhammer Another progressive rock band that made the most of the emerging sensitivity of the 1980s, the bombmatically named saga had a matching sound, reaching its commercial and artistic peak with the single On
the Loose. If excessive vocal delivery and excessive keyboard can be considered good things, then this band was pretty good at deciding on their strengths. For the record, I think these things can be pretty good indeed. Fact.
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